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Agreement of cooperation
for the joint organization of a scientific conference
Between
The International Institute for Social and Economic Sciences, address Trebesovska
14/2038, Prague 9, 193 00, Tax no 22899669, represented by prof. Robert Holman, shortly
named IISES.
and
The Faculty of Economics of Sapienza University of Rome, shortly named FACOLTA',
ROMA "LA SAPIENZA" - in Rome, Via del Castro Laurenziano n. 9, C.AP. 00161,
C.F.80209930587 represented by the Dean of the Faculty, Prof. Fabrizio D’Ascenzo,
authorized to undersign this agreement according to art. 71 of the “Regolamento di Ateneo
per l’Amministrazione, la Finanza e la Contabilità”, issued with Rectoral Decree n. 982 of
30.3.2015, and, as for this specific agreement, by the deliberation of the Faculty Board n.
561/2018 del 24 ottobre 2018.
Premise
IISES and the FACOLTA’ share common scientific and research interests in the fields of
economics, finance, and business. They both promote academic research and encourage
the intellectual development of scholars and the creation of long-lasting academic
cooperation. They both aim at bringing together researchers and professionals coming from
different parts of the world also through the organization of international conferences.
On the basis of this premise, the two parties agree on the following.
ART. 1
On 27th, 28th and 29th May, 2019, the IISES and the FACOLTA' will jointly organize a scientific
conference, titled “11th Economics and Finance conference”. The conference will take place
in the following areas of the FACOLTA’: one larger room (around 80 seats) and two smaller
rooms (around 30 seats each). The aforementioned areas will be equipped with furniture,
computers and the other necessary equipment, such as table of the conference, video
projector, screen, microphones, space for registration wireless. The FACOLTA’ will
guarantee the presence of technical support (1 assistant), of room surveillance and
assistance (1 unit) and of cleaning services, so as to assure that the conference will be
carried out with order and discipline.
ART. 2
The Dean of the FACOLTA’, or a professor delegated by the Dean, will deliver the opening
speech or talk as a keynote speaker after the opening speeches. The name and logo of the

FACOLTA’ will be on the conference program and on the abstract book, together with the
name and logo of IISES
ART. 3
The IISES will conform to the FACOLTA’ safety and security rules, and binds itself in caring
and protecting furniture and equipment, and leaving the premises in the previous conditions.
The IISES will be responsible for any damage and loss linked to this initiative and binds itself
in refunding damages, with exclusion of the normal wear.
ART. 4
The IISES will contribute to the costs of the organization of the conference and will pay to
the FACOLTA' an amount of € 3,500 (Euro three thousand and five hundred to be paid by
bank
transfer
to
“Facoltà
di
Economia”
UNICREDIT,
IBAN
IT97W0200805227000400029529, DIC/SWIFT UNCRITM1153).
La FACOLTA’ will issue a receipt to acknowledge this payment. The IISES must pay €3.500
to the la FACOLTA’ as prepaid before January 30, 2019.
ART. 5
In compliance with D. Lgs.30.6.1990, No. 196, the Parties mutually agree on the treatment
of personal data, with or without electronic devices, exclusively for fiscal, civil or legislative
obligation, coming out, directly or indirectly from this agreement.
ART. 6
Any modification, even partial, to this agreement will be done in written form.
ART. 7
Any dispute resulted from or connected with this agreement shall be settled by the Court of
Rome.

Signed for and on behalf of the IISES
Director
F.to Robert Holman

Signed for the FACOLTA’
The Dean
F.to Fabrizio D’Ascenzo

